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ABSTRACT
Over the past few years the dotcom saga has affected the world economy
and re-defined investment strategies worldwide. This phenomenon has
caught the attention of a lot of researchers who are interested in
searching for reasons behind this fanatical happening. This paper is
designed to create a model that will facilitate the categorization of
factors which contributed to the failure of dotcom companies obtained
through the literature survey by the authors. The model should help
future researchers in their attempt to search for factors that would
contribute to the successful adoption of e-business by future companies.

PREAMBLE
Over the past years, Internet based e-business has rapidly developed

into a major economic activity (Legard, 2000). Investment in Internet
related companies reached its peak in the first quarter of 2000
(Webmergers Inc, 2003). While some of these businesses were successful
and profitable, the majority of them were not (Saviour, 2002).

These Internet related companies are often called  “dotcom”
companies. According to Webmergers Inc (2003), there are approxi-
mately 5,000 of the “substantial” (public funded) dotcom companies
which have been acquired (at an estimated values of US$200 billions) or
shut down over the past three years (see Table 1).

This chaotic development has affected the world economy and
millions of people worldwide. Despite many failures and, as indicated by
Webmergers Inc (2003), the fact that failures are still on the upward
trend (see Table 1), dotcoms are here to stay (Udupa, 2001). This
phenomenon has caught the attention of a lot of researchers. This paper
is designed to create a model that will facilitate the categorization of
factors which contributed to the failure of dotcom companies obtained
through the literature survey by the authors. Furthermore, it offers a
model that would provide a framework for investigation into factors for
e-business adoption by companies.

WHAT IS A “DOTCOM” AND ITS FAILURE IN THE
CONTEXT OF THIS RESEARCH?

There are many definitions of “dotcom”.  The American Heritage
(2000) defines dotcom as “a business conducted or relating to a company
whose products or services deal with or are sold on the Internet.”
Lawrence et. al. (2003) defines dotcoms as “those companies specifi-

Table 1: Post dotcom era. Source: Webmergers Inc (2003)

 Acquired Shutdown 
2000 1,446 78 
2001 1,283 212 
2002 1,085 228 
2003 78 312 
TOTAL 3,892 962 

 

cally formed to do business almost entirely on the Internet.” This
research embraces both definitions.

Gratzer (2001) has outlined five definitions of business failure in
his study. They are: the bankruptcy criterion, the solvency criterion,
exit in order to avoid expected loss, the opportunity cost criterion and
all other kinds of discontinuity. This research embraces all types of
failures as well as acquisition by others typified by those shown in Table
1.

Literature searches by authors revealed that there are many other
factors which contribute to the failure of dotcom besides financial issues.
In order to help other researchers to gain better insight into the failure
of dotcoms, a model is used to categorize the factors identified.

THE PROPOSED MODEL
Figure 1 illustrates the overview of the model and Table 2 shows

the details.

LITERATURE SURVEY RESULTS – INTERNAL
FACTORS
Financia l
Marketing

Many companies failed because they have not spent enough or too
much on marketing (Wolverton, 2000).

Over funding – get rich fast
During 1999-2000, media were filled with get-rich fast stories and

dotcoms were receiving huge injections of venture capitals causing a lot
of executives to over spend on fast cars and high class offices to enhance
their images to attract further capitals. (American City Business
Journals, 2003) (Opportunity Wales, 2003) (Ma.S.A.M, 2001) (Soros,
2001) (TheGantry Group, 2001)

Figure 1: The proposed dotcom model
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Price/cost/profit issues
Many dotcom executives fail to understand the survival of a

company requires a sound prices, costs and profits relationships. Many
also do not understand that customers need to be acquired and kept loyal
but not at an excessive costs. (Bazac, 2002) (Bock, 2002) (Shiels, 2001)

No or poor budget control
Many dotcoms failed due to poor budgetary management or lack of

control over the capital (Web Enabled Business Systems, 2002).

Poor financial management
There was a lack of financial rigour or cost control. Little thought

was given to controlling costs and balancing the financial figures
(Opportunity Wales, 2003).

Cash flow issue
Some, but not many dotcoms, are wealthy. Cash flow is often an

issue. Poor cash flows, often due to incorrect revenue model. Some
companies relied on large numbers of visitors to attract advertisers but
such expectations were often not realized. When times are good, there
are huge inflows of cash. When the share market starts to turn bad,
valuations of the company plummet. The “value wedge” thus formed,
made raising subsequent funding difficult, if not impossible. (Bazac,
2002) (Duguid and Tresman, 2003) (The Gantry Group, 2001) (Walters,
2001)

Too soon to list public
A lot of dotcom founders wanted their companies to be listed on

the Stock Exchange with the hope that they could realize their “get rich
fast” dream (Opportunity Wales, 2003). According to eCommerce
Guides in Opportunity Wales (2003), many were launched before they
were ready.

Low margin
Some dotcoms’ business models are based on negative profit

margins. They are only interested in attracting visitors to their site
rather than making profits (The Gantry Group, 2001).

Management
Growth before established, global before ready

E-business might bring new opportunities: quick wealth potential
and a fast way to build a business from the ground up. The company,
however, needs to be fundamentally ready before launching their
business on the Internet and preparing to go global (Cohen, 2002).

Inexperience of the management and no precedence to learn from
A company fails fast with lack of good management, particularly,

on the part of leader (Arnander, 2001).  Jupitermedia Corporation
(2001) suggested that many dotcom managers have “a very limited
amount of business experience outside of technology”. Many experi-
enced managers were reluctant to take on the risk associated with dotcom
and thus the “much-needed skills are simply not presented within the
sector”.

Lack of cohesion between business and IT
According to Opportunity Wales (2003), many investors and

“experts” did not have enough knowledge of the technological basis of
the web, to ensure sound investments. Many e-business ideas, however,
have been developed without in-depth understanding of information
technology or without involving information technologists. This lack
of understanding may be caused by the newness of the technology.
(Pandya et al., 2001) (Athitakis, 2003) (Hinssen ,2001) (Crane, 2003)
(Walker ,2001) (Baida et. al., 2002)

Slowness in response to customer’s requests or enquiries
The survey by Netsavvy Communications (2001) reported that the

timeliness of  dotcom responses were lagging behind that of “Call
Centres”. Companies were missing critical cross-sell and up-sell oppor-
tunities by failing to turn customer queries into business opportunities.

Lack of market research
Most dotcoms failed because of the lack of efficient cost-effective

marketing (Opportunity Wales, 2003).

Inadequacy of the management system including the fulfilment sub-
system

Like Charles Schwab success, support and integration of the
management team was essential (Harmon et. al., 2001). In creating a
commercial presence on the web, planning, organizing, controlling and
monitoring activities are important and the whole management system
should be carefully considered. Many dotcoms failed to provide good
fulfillment system to support the web activities (Lawrence et. al., 2000)
(Arnander, 2001).

Human resource
Lack of skills

Many dotcoms hired friends and relatives and thus, many dotcoms’
employees would not have the relevant skills (Bazac, 2002).

Lack of experience people - paid premium price
Many dotcoms failed to hire human resources professionals early

enough during the development of their companies, and thus might not
have the expertise to find the right people to fill important executive
positions (Mallory, 2002). Furthermore, the lack of people who have
the right experience and knowledge to develop an Internet company
might force many dotcoms to pay gratuitous prices to lure these
experienced people (Johnson, 2001).

Sweatshops - burnt out
Most dotcom managers wanted their companies to grow at the

“Internet” pace, and thus the working environments were often inten-
sive, just like a garment sweatshop (McLullough, 2000).  Prolong
working hours and high stresses often lead to staff being burnt-out.

Table 2: Details of the proposed model
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Over-hiring & hiring amongst family and friends
Greenspan (2001) suggested that e-business should not over-hire

staff.  However, many dotcom companies hired too many people or/and
hiring friends and relatives which were often “returned no value on
investments” (Bazac, 2002).

Business model & strategies
Unsound business model based on faulty assumptions, not profit
driven

A research by Richie (2000) revealed that 47% of dotcom owners
indicated that a faulty business model is the main reason for failing. This
agreed with the findings by Saviour (2002). Without a well designed
business plan, a dotcom would not be able to identify their ideal market
areas and potential customers. They also lost on potential market
places, competitive advantages and opportunities to make profit. Once
a competitive advantage is lost, most of the companies will not be able
to compete against their competitors. (Hollander, 2001) (Kirby, 2001)
(Martin, 2000)

No business strategies and poor vision
Bock (2002) suggested that most great businesses build long-term

strategic advantages by offering excellent ideas to those who want, need
and are willing to pay, which also included ideas that their competitors
were not doing, but profitable. Many dotcoms failed because they did not
realize the importance of strategic planning, or the process relied too
heavily on intuition. Sound strategic planning requires both intuition and
analysis. Many failures may be attributed to the fact that the companies
were started by individuals who did not appreciate the importance of a
good business model and an effective strategic plan. (Saviour, 2002)
(Graham, 2000) (Hatter, 2000) (Miller, 2002) (Nwachukwa, 2002)
(Opportunity Wales, 2003) (Parikh, 2001) (Vaughn, 2001) (Walters,
2001) (Weisman, 2001)

Brand building rather than building business
Many dotcoms failed because they spent their efforts to gain brand

exposures rather than building up their businesses (Mahoney, 2001).

Misconceptions
• Advertisement revenue model

The idea that advertisement revenue would support an e-business
has lead to many failures. Web based advertisement revenue can
be impressive. For instance in 2002 Yahoo has US$1.2 billions
profit follow by AOL US$910 million revenue from web based
advertisement. Unfortunately, most dotcoms did not have the
similar wide customer bases or the finance to support that. Bulik
(2001) claimed that even now, online advertising is still imma
ture. Despite that, the advertisement revenue model was fickle
and contents were expensive to build; many dotcoms based their
business models on delivering contents for free, hoping to make
a profit through advertising or by charging money later. (Bontis
and Mill ,2002) (Fischer, 2000) (Hellweg, 2002) (Howard, 2001)
(Miller, 2002)
Even big players such as Salon.com and TheStreet.com have now
moved to adopt subscription models. (Bedell and Goldstein, 2002)

• “Build it and they will come” myth
“Build it and they will come” is one of the myths that contributed
to a lot of dotcom catastrophe. (Fingar et. al., 2001) (Chiu, 2003)

• “Free and then charged” concept
Internet customers often believed that internet contents should
be free.  Many sites that tried to charge for content that used to
be free simply lost their audiences to their rival sites. (Mahoney,
2001) (Marshall, 1999) (Bedell and Goldstein, 2002) (Rainie et.
al., 2001)

• Fault prediction of how the market will grow
The most fatal mistake was to massively overestimate the speed
at which the market place would adopt dotcom innovations.

Miller (2002) believed that people need time to integrate inno
vations into the ways they do things. The wrong adoption speed
assumption resulted in over-investments which led to the inevi
table bubble and bust (Wuorio, 2003).

• Promoting the site rather than business
Many dotcoms often had no clear online and offline advertising
strategies in place. Many companies were interested only in
promoting their site rather than their businesses. (Bazac, 2002)
(Parikh, 2001)

• Growth at any cost mentality
Pearson Education (2001) stated that the costs spent to induce
rapid growth often outstripped revenues lead to dotcom failures.

• “First mover” advantage
Being first to market is often referred to as the “first mover”
advantage and was often seen as the most important factor leading
to dominance in a market sector. The Gantry Group (2001)
believed that most companies looked at Amazon and AOL for
guidance on this matter. In these cases, the entry to the market
was shut after two market entries, regardless of what quality of
products or services that any late comers could offer. This “all
or nothing philosophy” had ensured panic in the Internet sector
and forced everyone to try to be the “first mover” (Walters,
2001) .

• Dotcom measures its site visitors instead of customers
Many dotcoms adopted the fickle advertisement revenue business
model and thus site visitation and site statistics became a gauge
to measure the success of a company. The number of visitors also
became a key means to measure the corporate value rather than
traditional “revenue and profit” approach. (The Gantry Group,
2001) (Haley, 2000) (Williamson, 2000)

• “Others have and we must have” doctrine
To succeed, it is often that a dotcom must have what it competi
tors have in order to make money, survive and grow (Aware,
2002). However, what competitors have may not be contributing
to its business (see Point 1.2). Blindly follows the doctrine is
dangerous (Wolverton, 2000).

Risk management
Poor disaster recovery plan

A common mistake of many dotcoms was to blindly follow the “get
big fast” strategy without a proper disaster recovery plan. (Fitzgerald,
2001) (Nash, 2000)

Technical
Security issues

Security is a major concern when dealing with Internet technologies
(Biscontri, 2001).  Security-related fears definitely prevented some
customers from adopting dotcom innovations and this will remain an
issue (Ebusiness, 2003).

Privacy issues
Most dotcoms failed to convince customers that their privacy

would be safeguarded and that personal information would only be used
for the purpose of delivering superior value to them (Biscontri, 2001).

Update & maintainability issues
Many dotcoms failed to keep their site contents current and few had

designed their web sites with maintainability in mind (Hayes, 2000).

Inferior to the real world - need new user experience
Most e-commerce web sites tried to mimic the real-world shopping

environment but failed to deliver the similar experiences that users
would experience when doing real shopping. This slows down the e-
shopping adoption rate (Yu, 2001).
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Reliability and breakdown
It is vital that a dotcom must ensure its web site is available 24 hours,

7 days a week on a global basis without any downtime. Failing that, even
for a few minutes interruption, customers can easily switch to other
competitors and may be lost forever (Arnold, 2001). E-customers are
often accustomed to the reliability offered by electronic systems such
as Automatic Teller Machines or the telephone network. Despite
maximum efforts put in by the technology teams, the same level of
reliability would never be achievable on the Internet (Martin, 2000).

Scalability
Mercury Interactive Corporation (2000) found that 52 percent of

the web-based businesses surveyed, did not meet their anticipated web-
based business scalability objectives. Of this group, 60 percent did not
use any type of automated load testing tool. Many dotcoms’ web sites
could not handle the peak loads or cope with the increased traffic when
the company grew (Arnold, 2001).

Usability

• Bandwidth and download issues
At the end of 1999, approximately 1.5% of US households were
connected to broadband (Nielsen, 2000). Despite that, a lot of
venture capitals were invested (even without a single paid end-
customer in sight) during the dotcom peak era whilst bandwidth
was an unsolved problem in 2001 (NetActive, 2001).  This was
evident in the first case of dotcom failure – Boo.com – the first
online fashion retailer. The company had underestimated the
difficulty of showing large 3D images over the Internet. The
heavy graphics made the site virtually unusable for slow modem
access (Wood, 2000). Gardy and Naman (2000) also believed that
many dotcoms at that time “overestimate consumers’ bandwidth
and put too much on the home page”. Mercury Interactive
Corporation (2000) suggested that successful promotion cam
paigns have led to increase in web traffic and radically impact
system performance. Some customers who were tired of waiting
could simply click to competitors’ sites. Thus any opportunities
for revenue growth would be lost.

• Difficulty in finding information
A test conducted in 1998 showed that only 42% of the time,
online users could find the information they wanted and 62% of
users gave up looking for what they wanted. A lot of failed
dotcoms web sites were technically brilliant but failed to support
the needs of their users. The visitors to customers conversion rate
was subsequently low. (ChrisFoxInc, 2000) (Duguid and Tresman,
2003)

• Broken links
Although broken links may the easiest error to fix, it is still a very
common problem.  Surprisingly a large number of companies
seemed to think that an error message indicating “this site is in
the process of being re-organised” made no difference to their
customers. (ChrisFoxInc, 2000) (Konrad, 2001)

• People are not aware of the existence of the site
Many dotcoms failed to advertise their site correctly and conse
quently customers were not aware of the existence of the site.
(Graham, 2000) (Bazac, 2002)

LITERATURE SURVEY RESULTS - EXTERNAL
FACTORS
Investors
Share market bubble and inflated share price

Investors saw an opportunity to make quick money, joined the
Internet hype and continued to buy dotcoms shares, pushing up the
already unrealistic share prices to even greater heights. Normal invest-
ment criteria seemed to be ignored and investors invested for the sake
of the fear of missing out and through sheer greed. (eCommerce

Innovation Centre, 2002) (The Gantry Group, 2001) (Beaton, 2002)
(Martin, 2000)

Share brokers and share analysts
Share brokers and analysts joined in fuelling the already overheated

market (Kinsman and Harlow, 2001).

Hype endorsed by Politician
Politicians were continuously claiming that dotcom was the future

for business (eCommerce Innovation Centre, 2002).

Hype created by Mass media
Mass media were also to be blamed (Allis, 2002).

Trust issues
Short history of e-business

Among e-business partners, trust is the product of each organization’s
history, reputation, track record and patterns of behaviours. Most
dotcoms had too short a history to generate trust.  Without trust,
business would not grow (LaTorre, 2001).

Open market - competition fierce, compete on speed,
cheapest price

With some software and a website, it was very easy to start a dotcom
company.  There was however, a limit to how many firms within one
industry that could survive, even online. There were too many firms
going after the same customers. (Hirakubo and Friedman, 2002) (Keegan,
2000)

CRM issues
Customer Inertia

It is difficult to change a customer’s habits. If one does not like
shopping online, even the best technology and innovation will not help.
The Internet changed the rules of customer and supplier relationships.
Sales of some products such as cars, pharmaceuticals and mortgages
remain complicated by laws, customer habits and long-standing supplier
relationships (Frieswick and Tsui, 2001).

Competing with the off-line traders
Some dotcoms had to compete with existing off-line businesses who

were already in the market for a long time. These dotcoms failed because
investments were made without careful planning and scrutiny of the
market situations (Simmons et. al., 2000).

Delivery of physical good issues
Physical goods bought via the Internet still had to be delivered

physically. A lot of dotcoms did not handle this aspect well in particu-
larly when orders were received from overseas. (Dr. Ecommerce, 2000)
(Sandoval, 2000) (Bock, 2002)

Global issues
culture, taxation and legality

Most of the dotcom companies had a global trade. Some of them
failed to appreciate that each country has a different language, currency,
taxation and legal systems. (Strom, 2000).

CONCLUSION
Over 300 articles were surveyed by the authors and the proposed

model presented in this paper is supported by nearly 100 references. It
is hoped that the proposed model can help researchers to gain further
insights to the reasons behind the failure of dotcom and their findings
can be used to prevent history repeating.
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